
This modern manufacturing facility in the north of The Netherlands continually invests in innovation 
and industry-leading technology. After designing a new production process for their latest technology 
development, the customer needed to conduct a test phase. This required a significant expansion of their 
cooling plant with initial calculations showing the need for additional 1500kW of cooling capacity. 

THE CHALLENGE

                   MEMBERSHIP ALLOWS FOR  
TESTING OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Manufacturing



THE SOLUTION

Our hire team that was called in to support, started 
the installation with two chillers providing 750kW of 
cooling. The first tests showed that this wasn’t  
enough and a third chiller was added for an additional 
1000 kW.
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FLEX - THE FIXED LONG-TERM HIRE PROGRAM

• FLEX your capital
• FLEX efficiency upgrades
• FLEX capacity
• FLEX your contingency plans
• FLEX your risk

Above: Two new chillers installed at a manufacturing plant in The Netherlands to support their latest technology developments

THE RESULT

The professional approach to the customer needs and 
detailed guidance offered by our team was appreciated 
by the customer and led to positive results. Following 

the success of the initial testing phase, the customer 
decided to keep the three chillers for a full year. The 
hire team recommended converting the traditional 
rental agreement into a FLEX Membership contract. 

Thanks to the FLEX contract, the industrial plant 
moved forward with their production transformation 
and benefited from maximum flexibility and easy 
switching to a more applicable equipment along 
with minimised running costs, full maintenance and 
warranty cover.


